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Introduction 

 Complex designs require robust stimulus generation components. Together with the checking 

components, stimulus generation is critical for discovering design problems. This lecture describes 

methods for creating simulation-based stimulus generation in complex designs. 

 

 This lecture introduces four corners of stimulus generation, which range from deterministic to random 

generation and from predetermined to on-the-fly verification environments. This lecture should enable 

the reader to plan a stimulus environment that appropriately matches the requirements of the design 

under verification. 

 

 When devising a stimulus environment, the verification engineer must understand the interrelationship of 

events and interface activity on the DUV. Often, the design places restrictions on the inputs, requiring 

intelligence in creating stimulus components. This is called constraint solving and is an integral part of 

complex stimulus generation. This lecture describes the process for evaluating design constraints and the 

methods for properly tuning the stimulus components to exploit these constraints. 

 

 No stimulus component is complete without coverage feedback, which provides invaluable insight into the 

quality of the stimulus components by highlighting areas of the design that the components have not 

exercised. Without coverage, the verification team can only speculate on the scenarios the stimulus 

components create. With coverage, they know for sure. This lecture demonstrates coverage’s use to tune 

stimulus generation. 
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Calc2 Overview 

 The Calc2 design builds on the Calc1 example detailed earlier.  

 

 On the surface, Calc2 has just a single, relatively simple specification change over Calc1. 

However, the change adds substantial complexity to the design. 

 

 The Calc1 design allowed only one command from each of the four port requestors at a 

time. All ports needed to wait until the calculator completed execution of the current 

command before sending another command.  

 

 In the new design, the port requestor can send up to four commands into Calc2 from each of 

the four ports. Hence, this calculator could (theoretically) work on up to 16 commands at a 

single time.  

 

 To correlate the responses to the correct commands, the specification calls for adding a 2-bit 

tag to the input and output protocols. This tag shall be a unique identifier for each of the 

commands from each port. 
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Calc2 Specification and Details of HDL Design 

 Figure shows the input and output description of 

Calc2. Table describes each of the input and 

output busses. 
 

 In Calc1, the HDL design merely had to latch the 

single incoming command from a given port and 

hold it until the priority logic forwarded the 

command to the adder or shifter ALU.  
 

 The Calc2 design requires a more complicated 

structure. Now, the HDL design must implement a 

pair of queues to hold multiple commands.  
 

 Rather than creating four individual queues for 

each port, the HDL implementation uses two 

queues, one for each ALU.  
 

 As the port requestors issue commands, the Calc2 

logic places the commands and data into either 

the add/sub queue or the shift queue.  
 

 This guarantees the integrity of the order of 

operations because the HDL design places new 

commands directly into the queues as it receives 

them. 
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Calc2 Timing Diagrams 

 Although a port can now send up to four 

commands without receiving a response, 

the port requestor cannot send these 

commands in four consecutive cycles.  

 

 This is because each command still 

requires two cycles to send both data 

operands.  

 

 Top figure shows the timing of a single 

add command on port 1, and the bottom 

figure shows multiple add and sub 

commands from port 1.  

 

 Note that in the bottom figure, each 

command uses a different tag value. 
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Calc2 Verification Plan 

 Calc2 presents a greater verification challenge than does Calc1.  

 

 Multiple outstanding commands, which can complete out of order, require 

a more sophisticated environment than do the deterministic driving and 

checking mechanisms used in Calc1.  

 

 Because each port can send four commands, the variability on the 

interface timings increases such that the verification engineer needs to 

build an automated, programmed environment. 

 

 With all the possible timings between four commands and four operations 

across four ports, the state space explodes to a point that the verification 

engineer cannot conjure up all of the necessary permutations manually. 
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Description of Verification Levels 

 Full verification of Calc2 requires two levels of verification. We will focus 

this verification plan on the top level.  

 

 However, in a real project, the verification work would include unit-level 

plans for the priority logic, which is substantially more complicated than in 

Calc1. 

 

 The verification team might consider unit-level verification for the two ALU 

units.  

 

 However, in this case, Calc2 reuses both the add and shift ALUs from the 

Calc1 design.  

 

 It is common in the design world to carry forward design blocks from 

previous projects. This makes both the design and verification job easier. 
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Required Tools 

 Calc2 has the same simulation engine and license requirements as does 

Calc1.  

 

 However, the added complexity of Calc2 requires a programming or high-

level verification language (HVL) infrastructure.  

 

 If multiple people share the verification effort, this infrastructure must 

include a code revision tool (RCS, CVS, Clear Case, etc).  

 

 This allows the verification team to control the data management of the 

environment code via check-in and check-out from a centrally shared 

repository. 
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Risks and Dependencies 

 As this is a course exercise, there are none of the risks associated with 

normal industry products.  

 

 In industry, this project might have risks such as not obtaining the required 

verification staffing or the lack of on-time delivery of HDL.  

 

 Similarly, most of the dependencies inherent in industry designs do not 

enter into this exercise.  

 

 Under normal conditions, the verification plan would explicitly state the 

following dependencies: 

- Verification of the unit-level priority logic depends on the delivery of its 

specification. 

- Chip-level verification depends on the completion of the unit-level verification. 

- Tool and license availability. 
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Functions To Be Verified 

 The verification engineer must verify the following 

functions in addition to those listed for the Calc1 

exercise.  
 

 This verification listing builds on the tests 

presented earlier for Calc1 (see Lecture 8). 

Therefore, the tests in Tables 1,2 and 3 on the 

slide 22 serve as the foundation for the Calc2 test 

matrix. 
 

 Table 1 lists the first set of expanded test cases 

required for Calc2. The test case reference 

numbers begin with the number 4 because the 

Calc1 set of tests (tests 1 through 3) serve as the 

base for Calc2. 
 

 In addition, there are interesting corner cases that 

the verification environment must create. Table 2 

describes these cases. 
 

 The checking for Calc2 must verify that the design 

handles multiple interesting cases, along with the 

basic command-data-response checking. Table 3 

shows some of the required checks. 
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Specific Tests and Methods: Environment I 

 The Calc2 verification environment will take a grey box approach.  

 

 All stimulus generation will occur at the top-level interface, driving the specified Calc2 inputs.  

 

 Although most checkers and monitors will also be at the top level, some verification code will 

peek inside the DUV. Specifically, we have already stated in the test plan the desire to fill the 

queues, indicating a case for monitoring the internal state of the queues.  

 

 The Calc2 design goes beyond the limits of the capability of deterministic verification.  

 

 Therefore we choose a random-based environment for this design. 

 

 Construction of the stimulus initiators for any random environment should allow a bypass for 

deterministic verification.  

 

 For Calc2, early simulations should be restricted to simple scenarios to verify the most basic 

functions of the DUV. The random controls will allow deterministic scenarios. 
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Specific Tests and Methods: Environment II 

 The Calc2 environment will use the packet level of abstraction.  

 The stimulus initiator for Calc2 will consist of two parts.  

- The first is a random, packet-level stimulus generator. The “brains” of the stimulus initiator, the stimulus generator 

creates the packets, keeps track of port and tag availability, and posts inputs to the scoreboard.  

- The second part is the interface protocol driver. This routine is the slave to the packet generator and converts the 

packets into the bit-level interface protocols. The verification environment will instantiate the protocol driver four times, 

once for each port. 

 

 The verification environment for Calc2 will use the transaction-based approach to checking. The 

transactions correspond to the packet-driven stimulus. 

 

 As with the stimulus, the environment will perform checking at the packet level. The checking component 

on each port follows a simpler, but similar model to the stimulus generator.  
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Test Scenarios: Matrix 

 Early verification of Calc2 should constrain the environment’s randomization parameters such that it drives 

the basic functions identified in the test plan.  

 

 Table shows a test matrix for the basic functions.  

 

 The verification team checks off each box of the matrix as test cases complete.  

 

 The team runs most of the basic tests (except those denoted) on a port-by-port basis. 
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Coverage Requirements 

 The preceding test matrix articulates the most basic set of test case 

scenarios for Calc2.  

 

 This is not enough to guarantee that the verification team fully exercises 

the HDL.  

 

 Because of the many permutations of interesting events, Calc2 requires 

tracking functional coverage.  

 

 This section of the test plan suggests only a few of the many functional 

coverage models for Calc2. 

- Model 1: Number of commands in each queue. 

- Model 2: Number of concurrent invalid commands. 

- Model 3: Permutations of ports at the top of each queue. 
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Resource Requirements 

 For the Calc2 exercise, the resource requirements call for either one or 

two verification engineers.  

 

 If two people work on the project, one should construct the stimulus 

components while the other writes the checking components.  

 

 Because both components require access to the scoreboard, either 

engineer can write the scoreboard function. 

 

 The compute resources call for a single workstation on which the 

simulation engine runs.  

 

 This project also requires other basic simulation-based tools, such as the 

debugger, a compiler (for either the programming language or the HVL), 

and a simulation engine. 
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Schedule Details 

 Depending on the experience level of the verification engineer, the Calc2 project will take between 15 and 

40 hours of work by a single person. Existence of an initial code skeleton can significantly reduce the 

work. 

 

 This schedule is derived by breaking the work into its parts. The verification engineers will dedicate 

significant time to  

- environment development and  

- to DUV debug.  

 

 We can break the environment development down into individual components, consisting of the stimulus, 

checking, and scoreboard components.  

 

 The scoreboard component is the simplest of these because it is a table driven by the stimulus and 

checking routines. The stimulus and checking components should take from 5 to 10 hours of coding each. 

Here, the verification engineer will focus on a single port and copy most of the code for the other three 

ports. 

 

 The debug schedule for Calc2 will vary based on the quality of the stimulus, checking, and error 

messages within the environment. With a quality environment in place, a verification engineer should be 

able to identify and debug Calc2 within 5 hours. 
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Calc2 and the Strategies for Stimulus Generation 

 The Calc2 test plan specifically calls for a random-based environment and 

a grey box approach.  

 

 However, to illustrate the multiple strategies for stimulus generation, the 

Calc2 design will be used as a sample for each stimulus paradigm.  

 

 Although a random-based environment is indeed the best fit for Calc2, it is 

feasible to verify portions of the DUV by using the various strategies 

described in the next section. 
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Types of Stimulus Generation 

 Verification can never compete with the number of cycles that the real hardware will encounter. In just a 

few seconds of runtime, the real hardware will exceed the aggregate number of simulation cycles run 

under verification. 

 

 To battle these odds, the verification team needs a robust strategy for creating stimulus for the relatively 

small number of available simulation cycles. The fundamental mantra behind the strategy is to stress the 

hardware more vigorously during every simulation test than it will ever be stressed again. 

 

 Therefore, the verification team must take this approach to heart at each level. The lower levels of 

verification must create more stress on the smaller pieces of the design than the next levels will create on 

the aggregate of the smaller pieces. If this holds true, then each higher level of verification should uncover 

only those bugs caused by stitching logic together. The verification team should find bugs internal to a 

single portion of logic at the lowest level that contains that portion. 

 

 We have stated that finding these bugs requires a coordinated effort between stimulus creation and 

checking. 

 

 The verification test plan articulates the proposed verification environment for each level in the hierarchy. 

During that planning phase, the verification leaders make basic choices on stimulus generation. Two of 

the most fundamental decisions are: 

- Deterministic versus random stimulus generation 

- Pregenerated test cases versus on-the-fly test case generation 
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Deterministic Versus Random Stimulus Generation 

 Deterministic tests create specific scenarios that the verification engineer wants to see. The scenarios are 

“determined” before running the simulation. 

 

 Random environments contain stimulus generation components that use pseudorandom number 

generators and probability tables to make decisions on input stimulus. 

 

 There is a broad range of possibilities between deterministic and completely random input stimulus. Figure 

shows the range of stimulus generation between deterministic and random. 

 

 Most verification plans initially call for deterministic test cases. After the basic scenario test cases pass 

successfully on complex DUVs, the verification team will enable random generation to hit more of the 

state space. Therefore, testing tends to go from left to right on the axis shown in the figure. 

 

The range of stimulus generation goes from 

deterministic or specific scenarios on the left 

to fully random sequences on the right. 

Verification engineers choose a mix of the 

extremes for their specific environment, 

depending on the test plan and design under 

verification requirements. 
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Pregenerated Test Cases Versus On-The-Fly Test Case 

Generation 

 Pregenerated test cases are those in which the input stimulus and output checking exist 

before running the simulation job. 

 

 The alternative to predetermined test cases are those created on-the-fly, or while the 

simulation job is running.  

 

 On-the-fly test cases use input constraint directives to create stimulus and make decisions 

on a cycle-by-cycle basis. 

 

 

 At first glance, there appears to be a one-to-one relationship between predetermined test 

cases and deterministic test generation.  

 

 Similarly, random stimulus generation appears to have a tightly coupled relationship with on-

the-fly generation.  

 

 However, this is not the case. 
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Four Paradigms of Stimulus Generation 

 For this discussion, deterministic-leaning test 

cases are defined as those written to test a 

specific scenario but may have randomization on 

some data or timings.  

 

 Random-leaning test cases are defined as those 

with the freedom to create differing scenarios 

based on the pseudorandom numbers in the 

generation programs.  

 

 By using those definitions, figure to the right 

describes the four paradigms of input generation 

controls that result from the cross between pre-

generation versus on-the-fly generation and 

deterministic-leaning versus random-leaning test 

cases. 
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General Algorithms for Stimulus Components 

 No matter which stimulus generation paradigm the 

verification team chooses, the stimulus 

components, and especially the protocol 

component, use a similar algorithm for basic input 

transactions.  

 

 The differences occur in step 3, listed below, when 

the environment initiates a new transaction or 

input sequence.  

 

 Stimulus generation programs follow this general 

decision-making order: 

1. Check for global environment changes such as resets. 

2. Continue required stimulus initiated on previous cycles. 

3. Check if DUV can accept new stimulus and, if so, initiate 

based on generation paradigm. 

 

 Figure shows a flow chart of this generalized 

decision-making algorithm. 

 

A stimulus generation component’s general decision-making 

algorithm for the beginning of each cycle. 
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Applying the Four Types of Stimulus Generation to Calc2 

 The Calc2 test plan called for the 

verification effort to use a random 

environment.  

 

 Nevertheless, for illustration purposes, we 

will step through an implementation of 

each of the generation paradigms using 

the Calc2 design as an example.  

 

 Rather than look at the entire design, the 

focus will be on a single port and the logic 

sequence and state transitions for that 

port.  

 

 In all cases, the verification team must 

replicate the stimulus generation for a 

single port across the other three. 

 

 Figure shows the flow control for a single 

Calc2 input port. 
The stimulus generation algorithm for a single port on Calc2. The stimulus 

component uses this algorithm at the start of each cycle. 
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Stimulus Generator Algorithm’s State Machine 

 The flow control shown in the figure in the previous 

slide translates to the state machine diagram 

shown in figure on the right.  

 

 This diagram indicates the legal transitions across 

six state FSM machine in addition to the reset 

state. 

 

 Because the design can enter the reset state at 

any time, all states have an implied (not pictured) 

transition back to the reset state. 

 

 The state machine diagram shows the two-cycle 

input sequence required for all add, subtract, shift 

left, or shift right commands. 

The Calc2 single port stimulus generation algorithm’s state 

machine diagram. 
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Exploded View of the State Machine Diagram 

 Figure shows an exploded view of the state machine diagram. This figure shows how the possible 

execution state space explodes rather quickly. It depicts a portion of the legal transitions as defined in 

state machine diagram for seven cycles. 
 

 The dashed line shows a single path taken during simulation. Any type of stimulus generation (random or 

deterministic, pregenerated or on-the-fly) can create this path. However, each uses different methods to 

create the stimulus for the test case. 
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Deterministic Test Cases 

 Bottom figure shows a predetermined, 

deterministic test case for the dashed line path in 

top figure. 

 

 This paradigm gives complete control to the test 

case writer.  

 

 There is no automation beyond the parsing of the 

command and bit-level stimulus translation. 

 

 The test case writer makes all decisions on input 

values, including commands, timings, tag values, 

and data.  

 

 This is an excellent method for testing specific 

short scenarios but becomes cumbersome for 

verifying a wide assortment of possible input 

scenarios. 
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Deterministic Test Cases with On-The-Fly Generation I 

 It is easy for the verification engineer to generate a 

short test case by hand. However, writing a long, 

deterministic test case becomes quite tiresome. 

Imagine typing the syntax of bottom figure from 

previous slide for 100 commands.  

 

 Creating the data and hand calculating the results 

is a time-consuming and monotonous job for long, 

deterministic tests.  

 

 This is where the power of on-the-fly generation 

helps, even when coupled with deterministic 

testing. Rather than generating data and tags by 

hand, the stimulus component can do it. The 

following test case keeps the verification 

engineer’s deterministic intent, while freeing the 

writer to focus on the sequence, not the data. 

 

 Top figure shows an example deterministic test 

case with randomization for Calc2 Port1. Bottom 

figure shows the verification environment that 

utilizes the test case in top figure. 

Example deterministic test case with randomization for Calc2 Port1. 

The Calc2 verification environment for deterministic test cases. 
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Deterministic Test Cases with On-The-Fly Generation II – 

Scoreboard Implementation Details 
 Because the DUV may return commands out of order, predicting the sequence of returning tags on a long 

test case is a waste of time, requiring extensive trial and error simulation jobs. 
 

 Instead, the verification team builds the intelligence into the environment with a simple table that tracks 

outstanding command tags. If no tags are available, the environment cannot send in a new command until 

the DUV completes one. Otherwise, the protocol component simply uses an available tag to replace the 

“x” value in the test case. 
 

 This is an elegant and efficient method that avoids duplicating the DUV priority and control logic, which 

would have to predict the ordering of the responses. 
 

 This is a common approach used in many verification environments, with the scoreboard serving as a fine 

choice for placing the tag table. 
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Pregenerated Random Test Cases I 

 Random stimulus generation uses an entirely 

different approach.  

 

 The verification team automates the generation of 

the command and associated result values into 

either a test case generator (predetermined) or 

the stimulus components (on-the-fly).  

 

 A test case generator program runs separately 

from the simulation environment, whereas an on-

the-fly generation style integrates into the 

simulation environment. 

 

 Random-based test case generation requires 

programming the stimulus and checking algorithm 

intelligence into stand-alone software. There are 

generally two types of inputs to a test case 

generator:  

- a template, or map of the desired test case, and  

- a more general set of parameter inputs used to bias 

certain randomizations. 

The test case generation environment uses a template file 

and randomization controls as input. The test case 

generator’s output is a test case, complete with stimulus 

and checking. 
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Pregenerated Random Test Cases II 

 Top figure shows three example template 

files for a test case generator for Calc2.  

 

 The first template, called “most 

constrained,” uses the test case generator 

to create a deterministic test case.  

 

 The second template, “add queue 

intensive,” is an example of the most 

common mode used in test case 

generation.  

 

 The third template, “least constrained,” 

allows the test case generator’s 

randomization capabilities to dictate most 

of the resulting test case. 

 

 

Three possible template files for a Calc2 test case generator. 

A “most constrained” test case from generator. 

The Calc2 test case generation list creates shorthand keywords for the 

template writer. Each keyword contains a list of possible values. 
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Pregenerated Random Test Cases III 

 The final input file, randomization controls, 

defines the biasing between the selections that the 

test case generator makes.  

 

 Figure shows a sample randomization control file.  

 

 The randomization controls dictate the average 

ratio between the choices.  

 

 Together with a pseudorandom number generator, 

the test case generator uses these bias controls to 

choose specific values each time it creates a 

command.  

 

 Therefore, on average, a template using the 

ANYCMD keyword will choose legal commands 

90% of the time and illegal commands in the 

remaining 10%.  

 

 Of the 90% legal commands, the add command is 

selected 30% of the time, and so forth. 

 

The test case randomization controls defines the probabilities of each 

choice within a generation list. 
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Pregenerated Random Test Cases IV 

 Top figure shows a possible test case created 

using the “add queue intensive” template.  

 

 Note that after the reset, all commands must be 

add or sub as defined in the template. The delay 

values, as defined in the randomization control file, 

range from zero to five.  

 

 The data selections appear to be random across a 

32-bit range. However, closer inspection reveals 

that the response type constrains the operand 

values. 

 

 The “least constrained” template gives few 

constraints to the test case generator. The 

generator will create a test case with 40 

commands of any type, with any possible 

response, from any combination of ports.  

 

 Bottom figure shows the first 10 commands from a 

single test case created using this template. 

However, the random control biasing shown in 

previous slide still hold. 

 

An “add queue intensive” test case from generator. 

A “least constrained” test case from generator. 
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On-the-Fly Random Test Cases I 

 On-the-fly generated random test cases have similarities to test case generation in that it uses constraint 

directives to make stimulus decisions.  

 

 However, on-the-fly random generation makes these decisions while running simulation, rather than 

before the simulation, requiring the verification team to build generation intelligence into the stimulus 

components.  

 

 The main advantage of on-the-fly generation is that the verification environment can create stimulus in 

reaction to the state of the DUV. 

 

 In the on-the-fly random generation environment, the stimulus component receives biasing parameters as 

input and makes the stimulus decisions each cycle.  

 

 The output prediction programming moves from the test case generation program into the stimulus, 

scoreboard, and checking components as well. 

 

 In the on-the-fly paradigm, the verification environment calls the stimulus component programs at the 

beginning of each simulation cycle. The stimulus generation components must track the state of the DUV 

and decide whether to send new stimulus, send complete stimulus that started on a previous cycle, or not 

send any stimulus.  

 

 This is the same algorithm shown in slide 26. 
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On-the-Fly Random Test Cases II 

 Figure on the left shows the algorithm for generating commands on-the-fly for Calc2.  

 

 The flowchart represents a single port’s stimulus. The verification team duplicates this for each port. 

 

 Figure on the right shows a randomization control file. This sample indicates the bias controls for the 

Delay_Count. 

 

An on-the-fly generation algorithm for a stimulus generation on 

a single Calc2 port. 

The randomization controls for the Calc2 on-the-fly 

stimulus generation component. 
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On-the-Fly Random Test Cases III 

 In an on-the-fly generation environment, the stimulus component continues to send 

commands until one of two events occur: 

- The checker or monitor components encounter an unexpected DUV value. 

- The environment hits its predetermined limit based on either the number of cycles or the number of 

transactions. 

 

 When one of these events occurs, the stimulus component will not initiate any new 

commands.  

 

 If the stimulus component is in the middle of sending a command, it will complete the 

transaction as dictated by the protocols, and then become quiet.  

 

 A quiet stimulus component will not initiate any new commands but may complete any 

transactions started on previous cycles. 
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Seeding Random Test Cases I 

 Random test cases, similar to all verification jobs, must be repeatable. Repeatability is required because it 

is necessary to reproduce failures both for analysis and for fix verification. 

 

 Re-running a deterministic, predetermined test case is not a concern. The test case exists before the 

simulation run, so the verification team can save it for later use when the designer makes the required 

updates. However, in on-the-fly random, in which stimulus components make decisions during the course 

of simulation, there is no predetermined test case to “save”. 

 

 To meet the repeatability requirement, a single initial seed value must be the root for all of the random 

number generators used by all environment components.  

 

 Using an initial seed guarantees that the random number generators produce the same sequence of 

values when rerunning the test case.  

 

 Rather than saving a test case, the verification team saves the seed that generates the test case. 

 

 In addition, the verification team must save the randomization control file along with the seed. Using 

the same seed with the same randomization control file against the same simulation model will produce an 

identical test case. Conversely, a change in randomization control parameters will likely change the entire 

test case, even if the initial seed is the same. 
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Seeding Random Test Cases II 

 Seeding each stimulus component requires careful planning and an understanding of 

random number generators’ behavior.  

 

 Given the same initial seed, a random number generator will produce the same sequence of 

numbers.  

 

 Each time the stimulus component calls the random number generation function, it uses the 

previous random number to seed the next call. This gives a repeatable, but pseudorandom 

sequence of numbers.  

 

 The good side of this is that it allows the verification engineer to reproduce a test case; 

however, each stimulus component must use different seeds or the components will act in 

concert.  

 

 Using Calc2 as an example, we will show three possible methods for seeding the individual 

port stimulus generators. 
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Seeding Random Test Cases – Method 1 

 Method 1, shown in bottom figure uses the initial test case seed directly for each of the four port stimulus 

generators.  

 

 In this case, all four ports will initially send identical commands rather than make personalized decisions.  

 

 Because all four ports use the same random number generation function, they will continually produce the 

same sequence of decisions.  

 

 Rather than acting independently, the stimulus components are harmonic. This is not the verification 

engineer’s intent.  

 

 Method 1 will significantly handicap the verification environment’s ability to drive interesting scenarios. 
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Seeding Random Test Cases – Method 2 

 Method 2 appears to avoid Method 1’s problem. The environment uses the initial test case seed to create 

different initial seeds for each stimulus component.  

 

 Therefore, each stimulus component starts with its own seed. However, this method also has undesirable 

side effects.  

 

 Because the random number generator uses the previous seed to generate the next number, all of the 

stimulus components under Method 2 create a similar set of random numbers, just offset by one, two, or 

three calls to the routine. Given the initial seed value of “a”, the random number generator will produce 

values “b”, “c”, “d”, “e”, “f”, “g”, etc, in that order. Therefore, the initial test case seed, “a”, will seed port1 

with seed b, port2 with seed c, port3 with seed d, and port4 with seed e. On the surface, this seems okay.  

 

 However, port1’s sequence of random numbers will be c, d, e, f, g, etc. Port2 will be offset only slightly: d, 

e, f, g, h. . . . This may lead to less than desired randomization across the ports. 
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Seeding Random Test Cases – Method 3 

 Method 3 fixes the problem by introducing a second random number generator.  

 

 The second random number generator produces an entirely different sequence of numbers than does the 

first, even when seeded with the same value as the other generator.  

 

 By using the first generator to seed the individual ports with different values and the second generator to 

make on-the-fly random biasing decisions, Method 3 achieves the verification engineer’s intent of 

independent, randomly driven ports. 
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Constraint Solving in Random Environments 

 Every time a stimulus component chooses a value to drive into the DUV, there are restrictions on the 

possible choices. The most basic restriction is the number of input bits for that value. However, most input 

lines have further restrictions on the content of the control or data signals. These restrictions are based on 

the content and context of the input.  

 

 These restrictions are called constraints. Most verification environments have some sort of constraint 

solving challenge.  

 

 In verification, there are two categories of constraint solving engines. 

- The first is a general-purpose constraint solver. HVLs (Specman, Vera, etc.) use powerful, general-purpose constraint 

solvers to aid in the attack of the exploding state space challenges faced by test bench authors. General-purpose 

constraint solving engines require a deep background and are beyond the realm of this course. 

- The second approach is to embed constraint-solving mechanisms in the test bench code. This category includes 

code written by verification engineers to solve constraints on the DUV. To this end, we offer approaches and examples. 
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Importance of the Sequence of Solving Variable 

Constraints 

 When creating random environments, the order that the stimulus component assigns values 

to variables is a key decision made by the verification engineer.  

 

 Choosing variable values in the wrong sequence may unduly limit the input stimulus.  

 

 Such a limitation can handicap a verification environment so that certain areas of the DUV 

remain unexercised.  

 

 It is therefore imperative that the verification engineer understand the constraint 

relationships between variables. 
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Constraint Solving in Stimulus Components 

 Constraint solving for specific DUV applications requires a three-step process: 

1. Understand the interdependencies. 

2. Prioritize the variables. 

3. Analyze the implications. 

 

 The first step is to map all of the interdependencies of the input variables.  

 

 This entails understanding which variables are closely coupled, loosely coupled, or 

unrelated.  

 

 Closely coupled variables imply that when the stimulus component selects the value of one 

variable, another variable’s (or variables’) value is restricted to a small range.  

 

 Loosely coupled variables imply fewer restrictions on the second variable’s value.  

 

 Choices between unrelated variables have no effect on the other. 
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Prioritizing the Variables 

 Prioritization of the variables dictates the order in which the verification environment assigns 

values to variables.  

 

 Understanding the implications of the sequencing of value choices is the heart of the 

prioritization process.  

 

 Three factors dictate priority: 

- Intent of the test 

- The relationship between groups of coupled variables 

- The relationship within variables in a group 
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Analyzing the Implications 

 After mapping the constraints and sequencing the variables, the final step is to analyze the 

implications of the sequence.  

 

 This step searches for overconstrained variables, as well as constraints that unintentionally 

restrict the stimulus components from exploring states within the DUV.  

 

 There are two types of overconstrained variables:  

- those groups whose valid state space is null, and  

- those groups with an unintentionally limited state space.  

 

 There are cases in which the intent of the test case overconstrains the variables.  

 

 In these cases, no set of variable values exists that meets the intent of the test case. This 

occurs most often when the constraints on any single variable seem reasonable but the mix 

of constraint values unexpectedly creates an unsolvable state space.  

 

 In other cases, the design rules or implementation make certain constraint solving tasks 

difficult or impossible. 



Strategies for Simulation-

Based Stimulus Generation 

Coverage Techniques in Random 

Environments 
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Coverage Techniques in Random Environments 

 Although analyzing the implications of the 

constraints is an important step, it is not foolproof. 

Therefore, the verification team needs back-up in 

the form of runtime coverage techniques used to 

track the stimulus and DUV internal states.  

 

 The ideal target of the coverage mechanisms in 

this realm is the cross-product of the grouped 

variables. Verification engineers should look for 

unexpected holes in the cross-product matrix.  

 

 The need for coverage in verification environments 

cannot be overstated. Verification engineers use 

coverage data to point to holes in their 

environments, test matrix, random bias controls, or 

constraint solvers. 

 

 Coverage results allow the verification team to 

compare what simulations actually ran versus 

what the team expected to run. 

 

 Tables 1 and 2 display the coverage results from a 

set of Calc2 simulation runs. 
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Making Rare Events Occur 

 Many simulation runs ought to be dedicated to running the DUV in a “normal mode” of operation, which is 

characterized by a ratio of stimulus that reflects the expected load on the DUV when running an average 

workload.  

 

 However, verification must take advantage of its ability to deviate into the unexpected, making normally 

rare events occur at a heightened pace. 

 

 The fundamental reason to increase the rate of occurrence of rare events is that this is where nasty bugs 

lurk. 

 

 As the designer writes the initial specification and proceeds with the HDL, the focus is on the normal mode 

of operation. Designers center their performance optimizations (bandwidth, throughput, latency) on the 

normal cases. Good designers also consider the odd cases, but it is difficult for a designer to think of all 

possible cases in a complex system. These rare occurrences are also known as corner cases and 

window conditions.  

 

 The verification team must allocate a substantial amount of effort toward driving corner cases. There are 

three prongs to this effort:  

- probes of the design for special cases;  

- examinations of coverage data; and  

- automations that modify the randomization controls. 
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Summary 

 Verification engineers have an array of choices for personalizing stimulus components to the 

DUV. These choices range across two axes: 

- determinism versus randomness and  

- pregeneration versus on-the-fly generation. 

 

 No matter which paradigm the verification team chooses, it is imperative that they 

understand the constraints on the inputs of the design. 

 

 Constraints describe the interrelationship between input signals and the limitations across a 

period of cycles. 

 

 Finally, robust coverage metrics point to weaknesses in the verification environments 

stimulus generation controls.  

 

 This feedback allows the verification team to update their stimulus components no matter 

which generation paradigm they choose. 
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